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Real-Time Distributed Multi-Object Tracking
Using Multiple Interactive Trackers and a
Magnetic-Inertia Potential Model
Wei Qu, Member, IEEE, Dan Schonfeld, Senior Member, IEEE, and Magdi Mohamed, Associate Member, IEEE

Abstract—This paper presents a method which avoids the
common practice of using a complex joint state-space representation and performing tedious joint data association for multiple
object tracking applications. Instead, we propose a distributed
Bayesian formulation using multiple interactive trackers that requires much lower complexity for real-time tracking applications.
When the objects’ observations do not interact with each other,
our approach performs as multiple independent trackers. However, when the objects’ observations exhibit interaction, defined
as close proximity or partial and complete occlusion, we extend
the conventional Bayesian tracking framework by modeling such
interaction in terms of potential functions. The proposed “magnetic-inertia” model represents the cumulative effect of virtual
physical forces that objects undergo while interacting with each
other. It implicitly handles the “error merge” and “object labeling”
problems and thus solves the difficult object occlusion and data
association problems in an innovative way. Our preliminary
simulations have demonstrated that the proposed approach is far
superior to other methods in both robustness and speed.
Index Terms—Bayesian tracking, data association, multiple object tracking, object occlusion, particle filter.

I. INTRODUCTION

M

ULTIPLE object tracking (MOT) in video sequences has
been an intensive area of research due to its numerous
applications including target identification, surveillance, video
coding and communications. Most of the early efforts for MOT
relied on the use of multiple trackers to track multiple objects—one tracker per object. Sophisticated Bayesian tracking
methods have been adopted for MOT applications using techniques such as Condensation [1] and sequential Monte Carlo
[2]. In the particle filtering implementation of this approach, for
example, each tracker has its own particles which evolve within
a single object state space. MOT for distinctive objects is much
easier since the objects can be tracked independently by using
multiple trackers. However, MOT of identical or similar objects
in appearance (such as pedestrians) fails when the objects are in
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close proximity or present occlusions. In such circumstances,
modeling the interaction among objects and solving the data
association problem [3] (i.e., establishing a correspondence between objects and observations) are the most critical problems
for MOT. Without an effective scheme to model the interaction
among observations and solve the data association problem,
multiple independent single object trackers suffer from the
well-known “error merge” problem, where the tracker loses its
associated object and falsely coalesces with other objects, as
well as the classical “object labeling” problem, where trackers
falsely switch labels between objects after occlusion.
A widely accepted approach to MOT that addresses many of
the difficulties inherent in this complex task is based on a centralized solution. In particular, it introduces a joint state space
representation which concatenates all of the objects’ states together to form a large meta state. It infers the joint data association by characterization of all possible associations between
objects and observations. Various methods have been developed
for centralized MOT [3]–[6]. The joint probabilistic data association filter (JPDAF) [3] combines all measurements associated with the objects to form a joint observation model. In
[4], the likelihood of each particle is calculated by enumerating
all possible association hypotheses. MacCormick and Blake [5]
use a binary variable to identify foreground objects in order to
solve the association problem. BraMBLe [6] combines a multiblob likelihood function with the Condensation filter. Several
MOT particle filters have been proposed in a context where measurements are available from sensors such as radars [7]. Recently, Dellaert et al. [8] proposed an MCMC-based particle
filter which uses a Markov random field to model motion interaction. Although this framework is very powerful, its current
implementation cannot handle severe occlusions. An important
characteristic shared by all of the above centralized trackers is
that although they can handle, in principle, the “error merge”
problem, they require a tremendous computational cost due to
the complexity introduced by the high dimensionality of the
joint state representation. The complexity of most implementations based on a joint state-space representation grows exponentially in terms of the number of objects tracked. A centralized tracker based on a joint state space representation is
therefore unsuitable for real-time tracking applications. Indeed,
in order to minimize the computational costs of a centralized
tracker, most of these schemes invoke the joint state representation only when the objects are in close proximity to each other.
This notion is carried further in the work of Yu et al. [9] which
allows for collaboration among different trackers by modeling
the joint prior of objects using a Markov Random Network to
solve the “error merge” problem. This approach provides the
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most promising direction to resolve the problems with the high
complexity of the joint state space representation. However, it
does not deal with the data association between objects and observations or the labeling problem.
In this paper, we present a distributed multiple object tracking
(DMOT) framework using multiple interactive trackers. This
formulation discards the joint state representation which introduces high complexity and requires expensive computational
costs. Instead, a novel conditional density propagation framework has been derived for each object by modeling the interaction among the objects’ observations in a distributed scheme.
Moreover, by estimating the interactive likelihood and the state
transition density using a “magnetic-inertia potential” model in
the particle filtering implementation, we implicitly handle the
“error merge” and “object labeling” problems and thus solve
the difficult object occlusion and data association problems in
an innovative way. The paper is organized as follows: In Section II, we present the formulation of our DMOT framework. In
Section III, we provide a particle filtering implementation based
on the “magnetic-inertia potential” model. Computer simulations and experimental results are presented in Section IV.
II. DISTRIBUTED MULTI-OBJECT TRACKING USING
MULTIPLE INTERACTIVE TRACKERS
We used a four dimension parametric ellipse to model objects. The state of an individual object is denoted by
, where
is the index of objects,
is the time index,
is the center of the ellipse, is the
major axis, and is the orientation in radians. The ratio of the
major and minor axis of the ellipse is kept constant equal to its
value computed in the initialization. We also denote the image
observation of by , the set of all states up to time by
where is the initialization prior, the set of all observations up
. We further denote the interactive observations
to time by
where
. The elements
of at time by
are the indexes of
objects whose observations interact with . Empty set
means there is no interaction of
with other observations at
represents the collection of the interactime . Similarly,
tive observation sets up to time . Since the interactive relationship among observations is changing, may also be different
over time.
A. Analysis of the Difficulties of Multi-Object Tracking
When multiple objects move close or present occlusions, it is generally difficult for the trackers to segment
and distinguish these spatially adjacent objects from image
observations, namely, the interactive observations are not
. As a result, we
independent
cannot simply factorize the posteriors of different objects,
. This conditional dependency of objects is the main reason why multiple
independent trackers cannotcope with the “error merge”
problem, let alone the “object labeling” problem.
In the implementation of multiple independent trackers, we
notice the occurrence of the “error merge” problem in two
cases: 1) when two objects move closer or begin to present
occlusion, the object with the stronger observation (in the sense
of a larger visual image) “pulls” the tracker of the object with

weaker observation and 2) after occlusion, when two objects
move apart, their trackers often cannot detach and remain
bonded while tracking the object with stronger observation. In
these situations, it seems that there is an invisible force among
interactive trackers attracting them to merge together when
objects move closer and preventing them from disjointing when
objects move apart. This phenomenon has inspired us to seek
a physical explanation to explain this behavior. We believe
that classical gravitation theory can provide a good analogy
to understand the underlying principle of the “error merge”
problem. Newton’s Universal Law of Gravitation [10] states
that “Any two objects attract each other by a gravitational
force that is proportional to the product of their masses and
inversely proportional to the square of the distance between
them”. In our scenario, the object’s observation can be imagined as the associated tracker’s “mass”. When objects are far
apart, the “gravitational force” between their trackers is very
weak and can be ignored. However, when objects are adjacent
or occluded, this attractive force becomes very strong. This is
called an “interaction”. Although the relative forces between
two trackers are equal according to Newton’s Third Law [10],
when their “masses” are different, they have different accelerations by Newton’s Second Law [10]. As a result, after several
frames, the tracker with small “mass” (big acceleration) will be
attracted to the merge with the object with bigger observation
(small acceleration) and thus “error merge” happens. To resist
the excessive attraction incurred by the “gravitational force”
and thus handle the “error merge” problem, the above analogy
has further inspired us to introduce a repulsive force between
interactive trackers. When objects move closer, this force can
prevent the trackers from falsely merging. When objects move
away, it can help trackers detach from each other. Magnetic field
theory [11] provides a suitable analogy that can be used to model
such a force. We present our magnetic repulsion model later.
B. Graphical Modeling of Multi-Object Tracking
In Fig. 1, we illustrate our dynamic graphical model with two
consecutive frames for multiple objects with interactive observations. It has two layers. The hidden layer has circle nodes
that represent the states of objects . The observable layer repassociated with the hidden states.
resents the observations
The directed link between consecutive states associated with
the same object represents the state transition density which is
a Markov chain. Here, we release the usual first-order Markov
chain assumption in regular Bayesian tracking approaches and
allow higher order Markov chain for generality. The directed
link from object to its observation represents the “generative” relationship and can be characterized by the local likeli. The undirected link between observation nodes
hood
represents the interaction. The structure of the observation layer
at each time depends on the spatial relations among objects’ observations. If two objects’ observations are sufficiently close or
even occluded, an undirected link between them is constructed
to represent the dependency.
C. Distributed Graphical Decomposition for Each Object and
Conditional Independence Analysis
The graphical model like Fig. 1 is very complicated for
analysis. Since we use multiple interactive trackers, one tracker
per object, for MOT simultaneously, we further decompose the
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Parallel with the derivation of Sequential Importance Sampling Algorithm [13], we formulate the density propagation for
each interactive tracker as follows:

(1)

Fig. 1. Dynamic graphical model for multiple objects with interactive
observations.

In (1), we use the conditional independence property

Here,

the

interactive

likelihood;

is the interactive prior density. We
further develop these two densities respectively as follows.
For the interactive likelihood, we have

Fig. 2. Decomposition results for object 3 in Fig. 1.

graphical model of
objects into
submodels by three rules:
1) each submodel focuses on one object; 2) only the interactive
observations which have direct links to the analyzed object’s
observation are kept; the noninteractive observation and all
other objects’ state nodes are removed; and 3) each undirected
link between two interactive observations is decomposed into
two directed links. The direction is from the other object’s
observation to the analyzed object’s observation. Fig. 2 illustrates part of the decomposition results for Fig. 1. Although
we neglect the temporal state correlation of certain interactive
observations when we consider object , this information has
been taken into account when we consider object . Therefore,
if we run all the trackers simultaneously, the decomposed
submodels together can keep all the information (nodes, links)
from the original model. The effectiveness of this simplification
has been demonstrated by our experiments.
The decomposed graphs are all Directed Acyclic Independence Graphs [12, p. 56–82]. By exploiting the Separation Theorem [12, p. 67] to the associated Moral Graphs
[12, p. 75], we can get the Markov Properties [12, p.
68–71], namely, the conditional independence of the decomposed graphs. It’s easy to verify the following conditional independence properties:
,

is

(2)

characterizes the “gravitation”
Local likelihood
between interactive observations. The mutual attraction in
the gravitational model between interactive observations of
different objects is the main cause for both the “error merge”
and “object labeling” problems as discussed in Section II-A.
, we have
For the interactive prior density of

(3)

, and
.

D. Bayesian Formulation for Each Interactive Tracker
Now the problem is how to model the density propagation for
each object. We estimate the posterior based on all involved observations
. When has no interaction with
,
other objects’ observations all the time, namely,
. In this case, our formulation is consistent with the regular Bayesian tracker [1], [13].

(4)
In (3), we use the conditional independence property
. In (4),
we use the property that

.
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By substituting the (4) and (2) back into (1) and rearranging
the order, we have

then we can obtain particles
by augmenting each of the existing particles
with the new state
By substituting (6) and (9) into (8), the weight update equation can be shown to be

(5)

(6)
Densities in the denominator of (5) are unrelated with
and
thus the fraction in the second line of (5) becomes a normalis the local likelihood,
ization constant . In (6),
is the state transition density, which are similar
as the regular Bayesian tracking methods. The main novelty of
our framework is that we introduce a new density
called an “interactive likelihood” to characterize the interaction
among objects’ observations. When not activating the interaction among objects’ observations, our formulation will degrade
to multiple independent particle filters [13]. This can easily be
to a uniform distribution.
achieved by switching

If

(10)
, the impor-

and ,
. This is
tance density is only dependent on
particularly useful in the common case when only a filtered estimate of
is required at each time. Moreover,
, namely, a “secondif
order” state transition density, the current state is only dependent on previous two states. From this point on, we will accept
the above assumptions. In such scenarios, only ,
, and
need to be stored. We can disregard the path
and
. Then the modified weight is
history of observations

III. DENSITY ESTIMATION USING PARTICLE FILTERING
Different density estimation methods [14] can be used to estimate the derived posterior. In this paper, we exploit a sequential
importance sampling method [13] as the paradigm.
We denote

as a random measure that

characterizes the posterior density
sociated weights

, where

is a set of support particles with as. The weights are

. Therefore, the posterior
normalized so that
density at can be approximated as
(7)
is the Dirac delta measure. We thus have a diswhere
crete weighted approximation to the true posterior density
. The weights are chosen according to the
were
importance sampling theory [15]. If the particles
, then the
drawn from an importance density
corresponding weights in (7) are
(8)
Back to the sequential case, if the importance density is chosen
to factorize such that

(9)

(11)
Modeling the densities in (11) is definitely very critical. We
further present our “magnetic potential” model to estimate the
interactive likelihood
and the “inertia potential”
model to estimate the state transition density
.
A. Magnetic Potential Model
As discussed, we seek to model the interactive likelihood by
introducing a “repulsion force” to resist excessive attraction
among the interactive observations. We therefore use a model
motivated by Magnetic field theory [11, p. 224–322] to provide
a suitable framework.
. We
Let’s first consider a simple case where
assume that the two objects and are two magnetic monopoles
with the same polarity. The analogy to the magnetic model
is motivated by the repulsive magnetic field that can be used
to represent a repulsive force between objects’ observations.
These assumptions are consistent with the former assumptions
imposed in the graphical model, i.e., different objects’ states
(magnets in this case) at a certain time are independent while
they interact with each other only through their observations
(magnetic fields in this case). In this analogy, the interactive
characterizes the mutual interaction
likelihood
between two magnetic fields. Pursuing this analogy further, just
like in the concept of potential difference in magnetic theory
[11, p. 224–322], the interactive likelihood
is
also related to the distance between the analyzed object’s
observation
and its interactive observation . We must
keep in mind, however, that the proposed analogy between the
magnetic potential and interactive likelihood model represents
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Fig. 3. Process of calculating “magnetic weights” in half of one iteration.

different entities. We observe that the magnetic potential difference is inversely proportional to the square of the distance
between two points as captured by the Biot-Savart Law [11,
p. 225–232]. Whereas, in the case of the interactive likelihood
, we want the probability that two intermodel
active objects remain in close proximity to be proportional to
the squared distance between their interactive observations.
Thus, we do not rely on the magnetic repulsion force directly,
but simply use this as inspiration for the interactive likelihood
model to counteract the attractive effect introduced by the local
observation model. In particular, in the particle filter impledetermines the “magnetic
mentation, the density
weight” for each particle. By assigning lower weights to particles that are closer to the reference observation
and higher
weights to particles that are farther, the cumulative effect of
this “punish-close and reward-far” scheme is equivalent to
introducing a magnetic repulsion force between interactive
observations. We define the “magnetic weight” for particle
as
(12)
is a normalization constant,
is a prior constant
where
which characterizes the allowable maximal interaction distance,
is the distance between the current particle’s observaand
tion and the interactive observation
(for example, it can be
). For simplicity,
the Euclidean distance
we use a dissimilarity measure for representation of the distance based on the reciprocal of the area of the overlapping region (e.g., the shadow region illustrated in Fig. 3) in our experiments. Clearly, the larger the overlapping region, the smaller the
dissimilarity measure between the interactive observations. The
and
needed to get a good funcchoice of the parameters
tion curve is currently obtained by trial-and-error. The larger
the value of , the smaller the repulsion effect. The interactive
likelihood can therefore be estimated as
(13)

Since usually it is very hard to distinguish the observation
from its interactive observations
directly when they are
in occlusion, which has an analog that the equilibrium between
gravitation attraction and magnetic repulsion cannotachieve at
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a draught but after a process of oscillation, therefore, we need
to recursively locate the interactive observations and iterate the
repulsion process until it “calms down”. In Fig. 3, we illustrate half of one repulsion iteration cycle. The subscript
represents the iteration time. The dash ellipses represent the particles while the solid ellipses represent the temporary
estimates of objects’ observations. At the beginning of iteration
at time , we first roughly estimate the observations’ regions
and
using two independent trackers. If they have an overlapping area (shadow region), we determine that they are interacted and then trigger the recursive estimation. After that, each
is “repelled” by the
particle’s observation of object ,
by calculating the “magnetic weight”.
temporary estimate
The weighted mean of all particles specifies the new temporary
. After that, we can simestimate of object ’s observation
ilarly calculate the “magnetic weight” for object ’s particles
to complete one iteration cycle. In our
and thus estimate
is enough to guarantee a convergence.
simulation,
,
When has two interactive observations,
it should be “repelled” by the other two simultaneously. Therefore, we have to revise (12) to be

(14)
and
are normalization constants;
and
where
are also prior constants; and
and
are distances
and other interbetween current particle’s observation
active observations
and
respectively. Similarly, we can
derive the formulas for the cases where has more interactive
observations.
By exploiting the “magnetic potential” model, the interactive likelihood
reduces the probability that
objects’ estimates occupy the same position in the feature
space. Therefore, our “gravitation attraction versus magnetic
repulsion” scheme can be regarded as a “competitive exclusion
principle”.
B. Inertia Potential Model
By using the “magnetic potential” model to estimate the
interactive likelihood, our tracker can successively separate
the observation in occlusion and thus solve the “error merge”
problem. However, the blind “mutual repulsion” between interactive observations may lead false “object labeling” especially
after severe occlusion. This further inspired us to use more
information to solve the “object labeling” problem.
Different cues such as motion consistence, the three-dimensional (3-D) model, and depth ordering have been exploited to
solve the “object labeling” problem in the literature [5]. Some
of them can be integrated with our DMOT framework straightforward. For example, speed and depth ordering can be incorporated into our tracker by extending the state’s dimensionality. However, considering the higher complexity introduced
by the extra dimensionality, in this paper, we propose an ad hoc
“first-order inertia Markov chain” to estimate the second-order
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and .
and
are the Euclidean
angle between
norms. Therefore, the inertia function can be approximated as
(17)

C. Local Likelihood Model and Importance Density
Fig. 4. Process of calculating inertia weights.

state transition density
and solve the “object labeling” problem with a much lower computation cost as
follows:

1) Local Likelihood Model: Different image cues such as
gradient, color, and motion have been exploited to estimate the
in the literature [1], [16],
local observation likelihood
[17]. In this paper, we combine the color histogram model [16]
and the PCA-based model [17] to efficiently estimate the local
likelihood
(18)

(15)
can be modeled by
The state transition density
a first-order Markov chain as usual in the regular Bayesian
tracking methods [1]. It can be estimated by either a constant
acceleration model or a Gaussian random walk model. We call
the “inertia function” and further estimate it as follows.
is related with two posteriors. Since
,
, and
are propagated forward, what information can we infer backwards without any prior knowledge? The answer is Inertia. The
Inertia Law [10] in physics states that “An object at rest tends
to stay at rest and an object in motion tends to stay in motion
with the same speed and in the same direction unless acted
upon by an unbalanced force”. Fig. 4 illustrates the analysis of
object ’s motion in three consecutive frames where shadow
ellipses represent the states and dash line ellipses represent the
is the reference motion vector
particles.
to
. By shifting
along its direction, we get
from
and its “inertia motion vector”
for
the “inertia state”
the current frame. Without any external force, the new state
should be same as according to the Inertia Law. Even if there
are external forces, as long as the frame rate is high enough, we
is not far away .
,
are
can always assume that
and
are the associated motion
particles of state .
vectors. We define the inertia weights as

where
and
are the likelihood densities estimated by the
color histogram and PCA models, respectively.
2) Importance Density: It has been widely accepted that
better importance density according to different criteria could
give more efficient particles and thus improves the tracker’s
performance [13]. In this paper, we accept the most common
choice, which is intuitive and simple for implementation and
allows us to perform a better comparison with other MOT
methods using the same choice
(19)

D. Implementation Issues
A pseudocode of our DMOT using particle filtering implementation for one object at one time step is shown in Table I. We
only illustrate the implementation for pairwise repulsion. The
repulsion among more interactive observations can be added
similarly. After tracking at time , all trackers resample their
associated particles again to alleviate the degeneracy problem
[13].
IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The performance of the proposed DMOT algorithm has been
demonstrated on several video databases including different
synthetic, indoor, and outdoor video sequences. Due to the
limited space available, we will only present a few examples of
our results in this paper.
A. Tracking Results

(16)

where
is a normalization term, and
and
are also
prior constants which characterize the allowable variances of
the motion vector’s direction and speed, respectively. In (16),
,
;
is the

We have compared the performance of the proposed DMOT
with multiple independent conventional particle filters (MIPF)
[1] and mean field Monte Carlo (MFMC) [9]. For all methods,
different number of particles have been tested to achieve a balance between tracking stability and speed as discussed later in
this section. The results reported are obtained by using 50 particles per object for each tracker using each method. Different
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TABLE I
PSEUDOCODE OF THE PROPOSED DMOT ALGORITHM

Fig. 6. Comparisons of MIPF (first row), MFMC (second row), and the proposed DMOT (third row) for the indoor scenario sequence Lab.

Fig. 7. Tracking results of the proposed DMOT for sequence SecurityCAM.
Background subtraction is used to initialize the trackers. Frame 7110 illustrates
a failure mode in the dash line rectangular region.

Fig. 5. Tracking results of the proposed DMOT for the synthetic sequence
TennisBalls.

color and indexes corresponding to ellipses are used to label the
tracked objects.
1) Conceptual Demonstration: The synthetic sequence
was developed by Yu et al. [9]. It contains five
identical tennis balls moving independently at constant velocity
and bouncing at the image boundary. Due to the changing
background in the video sequence, tracking algorithms that use
background subtraction are unsuitable. We manually initialize
all trackers. In Fig. 5, we present the tracking results of the
proposed DMOT. As we can see, by modeling the interaction
among observations and introducing the “inertia function”, the
performance is relatively robust.
was captured with a res2) Indoor Scenario: The video
olution of 320 by 240 pixels and a frame rate of 25 frame per
second (fps). It contains four persons moving across each other
in our lab. It challenges many existing algorithms because of

the frequent presence of occlusions. All of the objects are initialized manually for all methods. In Fig. 6, we compare the results. MIPF (first row) suffers from severe “error merge” problems due to the lack of an object interaction model. By modeling
the motion interaction, the performance of MFMC (second row)
is improved, but the results are not accurate after occlusion and
the objects’ labels are incorrect. DMOT (third row), on the other
hand, performs well in solving both the “error merge” and “object labeling” problems even in the severe occlusion.
is from
3) Outdoor Scenario: The test video
MERL Video Database. It is a long sequence (7433 frames)
with a resolution of 400 by 300 pixels and a frame rate of
25 fps. Many people walk or run into and out of the camera
view, presenting a lot of different occlusions. Background
subtraction [18] is used to initialize the objects dynamically.
When a new object is detected, our DMOT can easily assign
a new tracker to it without reinitialization of the other objects,
thus exploiting its distributed formulation. When an object
goes out of the scene, the associated tracker is deleted. This is
another important advantage of our approach compared with
centralized methods which need reinitialization to monitor the
presence of new objects as well as existing objects that are
no longer in the scene. In Fig. 7, we illustrate the tracking
results of our DMOT. In most situations, the proposed DMOT
presents an impressive performance by resolving multiple object occlusions very well. A failure case is illustrated in frame
7110 (the dash line rectangular) where background subtraction
does not initialize the trackers correctly due to the continuous
occlusion of the two people in the scene when they walk into
the camera view. Automatic object initialization is a classical
problem for video tracking but is beyond the scope of this
paper. By exploiting more sophisticated initialization schemes,
we believe such failure case could be substantially improved.
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TABLE IV
SPEED AND STABILITY COMPARISON OF DIFFERENT PARTICLE FILTER
BASED APPROACHES ON THE “LAB” SEQUENCE

Fig. 8. Tracking results of the proposed DMOT for sequence TrafficCAM.
Background subtraction is used to initialize the trackers.

TABLE II
AVERAGE COMPUTATION TIME OF DIFFERENT OPERATIONS PER FRAME

TABLE III
SPEED ANALYSIS OF DIFFERENT RESOLUTIONS AND NUMBER
OF PARTICLES PER OBJECT

Another long sequence
(6510 frames) is used to
to represent the wide possibility for real-world applications. It
was captured by a traffic surveillance camera on a highway with
a resolution of 320 by 240 pixels and a frame rate of 30 fps. In
Fig. 8, we show the tracking results of the proposed DMOT.
B. Computational Cost and Speed Analysis
The experiments were performed using C++ on a 3.2-GHz
Pentium IV PC. Without code optimization, our algorithm can
achieve rates of
for robust tracking of
objects simultaneously. The computational cost of the proposed
DMOT algorithm using the particle filtering implementation is
impacted by four main factors: 1) the computational complexity
; 2) the computation of the magof the local likelihood
netic and inertia weights; 3) the video resolution; and 4) the
number of particles used for tracking each object. In Table II, we
compare the computational demands of the local likelihood and
the proposed “magnetic-inertia” weights by providing the average computation time required in processing one frame. The
sedata is obtained by running DMOT on the
quence with five magnetic-repulsion iterations. It can be observed that most of the computation time is devoted to local
likelihood weighting using image features whereas the cost of
magnetic and inertia weighting are around 1/10 and 1/16, respectively, of the cost of local likelihood weighting. This observation clearly demonstrates the efficiency of our DMOT algorithm since this approach only introduces the additional cost
of calculating magnetic and inertia weights beyond the computations required for multiple independent trackers. In Table III,
we analyze the effect of different video resolutions and particle
number used for tracking each object on the computation speed

of DMOT on the
sequence. As we can see, lower
resolutions can produce higher computation speed. However,
compared with video resolution, the number of particles used
for each object is a more critical factor for tracking speed.
The number of particles used plays an important role in
tracking stability as well. Although using fewer particles can
achieve faster speed, lacking a sufficient number of particles
will result in unstable and inaccurate tracking. On the other
hand, in principle, increasing the number of particles can
improve the tracking robustness at the expense of lower speed.
Therefore, an “optimal” number of particles has to be determined in order to achieve a balance between tracking stability
and speed. However, since performance evaluation for multiple
object tracking is still an open problem [19], a method to select
the “optimal” number of particles is a challenging problem that
remains unresolved. In our experiments, we select the number
. By
of particles from a predefined set, e.g.,
visually comparing the tracking performance, the smallest
number of particles that does not significantly degrade the
tracking quality is selected. In Table IV, we compare the speed
and tracking performance for MIPF [1], multiple independent
particle filter with inertia model (MIPF-I) which is a simplified version of our approach without the “magnetic potential”
model, MFMC [9], our DMOT and MCPF [8], an MCMC-based
particle filter using joint state representation. The data is obtained by invoking the different tracking algorithms on the
video sequence. We define a position failure as the absence of
a tracker (ellipse) associated with one of the tracking objects.
If a tracker is associated with an incorrect object, we regard it
as a label failure. With the inertia model alone, MIPF-I cannot
improve the performance much compared with MIPF. It still
suffers from the “error merge” problem since it does not handle
the interaction among the objects’ observations. Compared with
MIPF, MIPF-I, and MFMC, the proposed DMOT has greatly
improved the tracking performance with much fewer position
and label failures, while still achieving almost near-real-time
speed due to the efficiency of the “magnetic-inertia” model.
The methods which rely on joint state space representation,
such as MCPF, require an exponential growth in particles as
the number of objects increases. In contrast, because DMOT
uses multiple interactively distributed trackers, one tracker per
object for MOT, the number of particles needed by DMOT
increases linearly with the number of objects as shown in
, where
is the total number of
Table IV, i.e.,
objects, and
is the number of
particles used for tracking
and
).
particles for each tracker (here,
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